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About NWO

• NWO, the Dutch Research Council, is the 
main research funder in the Netherlands.

• Funds research at public research institutions 
in the Netherlands. 

• Invests in large-scale research facilities and 
manages its own research institutes. 
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Key Figures 2020

• € 1 billion total expenditure in funding for 
research and research infrastructure

• 5,235 FTEs research staff funded at various 
research institutes

• 7098 applications

• 1178 awards

• 7133 ongoing research projects
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Open Science as defined by UNESCO
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Open Science at NWO

A collaborative research 
practice where scholarly 
knowledge (such as 
publications, data, software, 
methods, prototypes and 
workflows) is made openly 
available at the earliest 
possible stage for use and 
reuse across disciplinary, 
social and national 
boundaries.
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NWO Open Science policies 

Aimed at ensuring that 
publicly funded research 
outputs are as open as 
possible, and only closed 
where necessary, for the 
benefit of science and 
society.
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Why is NWO committed to 
Open Science? 

Because it leads to:

• Reliable, reproducible, and 
transparent research

• knowledge sharing and innovation

• follow-on research and opportunities 
for collaboration
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NWO grant requirements

Open Access publishing (since 2009)

• All publications funded by NWO must be made available 
open access immediately upon publication.

Research Data Management (since 2006)

• Researchers are expected to carefully manage all research 
data generated as part of NWO funded projects.

• As open and FAIR as possible, closed if necessary. 

• As a minimum, research data underlying research 
publications should be published alongside those 
publications, unless there are valid reasons not to do so.

https://www.nwo.nl/en/open-science
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https://www.nwo.nl/en/open-science
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Open Science “policies are often motivated by ethical, 
moral or utilitarian arguments, such as the right of taxpayers 
to access literature arising from publicly-funded research or 
the importance of public software and data deposition for 
reproducibility.”
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“Mckiernan et al. (2016) “How open science helps researchers succeed”, doi: 10.7554/eLife.16800

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.16800
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“Meritorious as such arguments may be, however, they do 
not address the practical barriers involved in changing 
researchers’ behavior, such as the common perception that 
open practices could present a risk to career advancement.” 
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“Mckiernan et al. (2016) “How open science helps researchers succeed”, doi: 10.7554/eLife.16800

https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.16800
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Success for research careers ≠ success for research

Individual Success

• Quantity

• Exceptional findings

• Individual achievements

• Competition

• Positive Results

Adapted from a presentation given by Noémie Aubert Bonn at ESOF Leiden 15 July 202210

Collective Success

• Quality

• Valid, reproducible findings

• Collaboration

• Open sharing of resources and results

• Transparency
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For open science to become a norm, rather than simply a 
hurdle to overcome, we need to give credit and recognition 
to the researchers who put open science into practice. 

The incentives for collective success (what benefits science 
and society) and incentives for individual success (what 
determines academic career progression) need to be aligned.
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“

”
Maria Cruz, Hans de Jonge, Beyond mandates: For open science to become a norm, 
it must be recognised and rewarded, LSE Blog, December 2020

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2020/12/01/beyond-mandates-for-open-science-to-become-a-norm-it-must-be-recognised-and-rewarded/
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Knowledge sector in the Netherlands takes major step forward in new approach to 
recognising and rewarding academics - November 2019
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https://www.nwo.nl/en/news/knowledge-sector-takes-major-step-forward-new-approach-recognising-and-rewarding-academics

https://www.nwo.nl/en/news/knowledge-sector-takes-major-step-forward-new-approach-recognising-and-rewarding-academics
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NWO signed DORA declaration in 2019
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DORA implementation

https://sfdora.org/2019/11/14/quality-over-quantity-how-the-dutch-research-council-
is-giving-researchers-the-opportunity-to-showcase-diverse-types-of-talent/

• Removed all references to Journal Impact 
Factor and H-index from call texts and 
application forms

• Informed referees and committee members 
about DORA and the consequences for grant 
assessment procedure

• Introduced the narrative CV format

https://sfdora.org/2019/11/14/quality-over-quantity-how-the-dutch-research-council-is-giving-researchers-the-opportunity-to-showcase-diverse-types-of-talent/
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Narrative CV format

• Academic profile: Who are you as a researcher? 
Possibility to highlight contributions to open science.

• Key output:

• motivated list of max. 10 items

• broad definition of output: also preprints, data, 
software, code, and other outputs can be listed

• indication of open access status

• metrics such as h-index or Journal Impact Factor 
not allowed (DORA)

“Although it is not a formal criterion, making 
contributions to open science clearly visible in the CV 

causes jurors to explicitly take openness into account in 
their assessment”.
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Open Science Fund 2020/2021

• New funding instrument to stimulate Open 
Science by recognising and rewarding 
researchers for their open science activities.

• To provide financial support to researchers 
with innovative projects specifically designed 
to stimulate open science.

• Piloted Open Science Track Record question. 

• Transparent decision making through open 
sharing of research proposals.

• Received 167 eligible applications by the 
deadline on 18 May 2021.

• 26 projects awarded funding each up to 50K 
Euro, announced on 27 October 2021.

• Have budget to run a second call for 
proposals.
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https://www.nwo.nl/en/news/new-funding-instrument-stimulate-open-science
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Open Science in Practice Webinar Series

• To showcase the projects awarded an Open Science Fund grant

• Present grantees as role models in Open Science

• Cover a wide variety of open science topics
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Facilitating the sharing and reuse of qualitative data

Thursday, 17 November 2022, 15:00 - 16:00 CET

➢ Hans Berends, VU Amsterdam, Case-study Research & Data Reuse 
(CaRe & DaRe)

➢ Bennett Kleinberg, Tilburg University, FAMTAFOS: Free automated 
multi-language text anonymization for open science

Recordings of previous webinars:
https://www.nwo.nl/en/open-science-practice-webinar-series

https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/203001153
https://www.nwo.nl/en/projects/203001143
2022.09.21 Research Culture Inititative Dublin
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A Healthy Research Culture

One of the building blocks in the NWO Strategy 
2023-206

We are working on a culture that prioritises 
collaboration, respect, safety and mutual trust, 
and in which scientific integrity and open 
science are a given. 
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Open Science in the new strategy

NWO encourages the transition to open science 
(open access, FAIR data, open software and citizen 
science). NWO will continue to take the lead by using 
instruments that contribute to this ambition, such as 
(grant) conditions, the (financial) support of open 
science, recognising and rewarding researchers who 
put open science into practice, and encouraging 
developments in the field.

https://www.nwo.nl/en/ambitions-2023-2026#ambitions-for-the-healthy-research-culture-building-block
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https://www.nwo.nl/en/ambitions-2023-2026#ambitions-for-the-healthy-research-culture-building-block
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Ask about plan for sharing alongside track record 
of sharing?

20 https://twitter.com/GreeneScientist/status/1571936434759831552

https://twitter.com/GreeneScientist/status/1571936434759831552
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Thank you! Any questions?
Maria Cruz | m.cruz@nwo.nl


